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A superluminous supernova

■ 10 to 100 times brighter than normal core-collapse supernovae. 
– 50 times brighter than the Milky Way

■ Unknown mechanism

■ Hydrogen poor and associated with low-metallicity 
environment/galaxies

■ Ideal to get information about the early universe and use as standard 
candles
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What does it look  like?

■ Double hump

■ Bright

■ Lack of hydrogen in the spectrum
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Current models

■ Accreting black hole that launches relativistic jets.

■ Interaction of a supernova with a dense circumstellar material.

■ Rapidly-rotating neutron star (NS) that loses rotational energy 
(magnetar)

BUT….
– What about the lack of hydrogen?
– What is the reservoir of energy?

– Let’s look at Astrophysics 101



http://chandra.harvard.edu/



http://www.nasa.gov/



The binary

■ There is an exchange of matter.

■ Matter is expelled. 

■ Now you have an undergrad degree in astrophysics!

■ This is where QCD gets into the picture!



The Quark Nova model 



The Quark Nova model 

Drago & Pagliaria, 2015



The Quark-Nova in a massive binary

■ A mechanism for superluminous supernovas

■ It offers:
– Hydrogen poor environments
– An energy reservoir

■ Start with a supernova in a binary…



Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015

• ~20- 25 Mо

• NS ~ 1.4Mо

• Separation

~ 200Rо
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• Giant phase, 

Developed He 

core

• H envelope is 

ejected by         

in-spiralling NS.
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• Red giant 

engulf NS



Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015

• NS accretes 

matter.

• NS ~ 1.5Mо

We still need 0.5Mо
in the NS! 



Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015

• Separation

~ 3Rо

• He core continues 

evolving

• Mass ~6-8 Mо



Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015

• Second common 

envelope (CE).

• Accretion by NS.

• CE evolves and NS 

spirals accreting 

mass



• NS reaches critical 

mass ~2 Mо

• We get a QN event.

• CE ~ 900 Rо

Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015



Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015

• Shock helps eject 

CE

• ~1052 erg of QN 

kinetic energy is 

harnessed

WE GET OUR 
FIRST HUMP!



Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015

• Mass of core ~ 2Mо

• Size of core <0.1 Rо

• Orbital period: 

minutes

• Merging occurs in a 

few hours. 



Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015

• The merger has 

enough mass to 

make a Black Hole.

• CO core forms a disk 

around the black 

hole and accretes 

onto it. 
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• CO core forms a disk 
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hole and accretes 

onto it. 



Ouyed, Leahy and Koning. 
2015

• Second hump 

comes from BH 

accretion



LSQ14bdq

So, does the model work?

Ouyed, Leahy 
and Koning. 
2015, 2016
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So, does the model work?

Ouyed, Leahy 
and Koning. 
2015, 2016



Results

■ We have over a dozen positive fits and constantly increasing! 
http://quarknova.ca/LCGallery.html

■ Parameter survey

– With a large enough sample, can we identify features that 
distinguish the QN in a binary?

■ Spectrum analysis. A spectrum of Superlumious Supernovae!

– We hypothesized traces of Hydrogen and we are starting to see 
them!

http://quarknova.ca/LCGallery.html


Spectrum as a fingerprint

Gal-Yam, et al 2012



Conclusion

■ Using our well known and understood model of binaries and our understanding of 
the QCD phase diagram we can formulate a simple and elegant model for 
superluminous supernovae.

■ The use of the Quark Nova solves different unsolved issues: Lack of Hydrogen, time 
delay, luminosity, etc.

■ The understanding of SLSN can give us signature for the understanding of QCD 
physics and standard candles.

■ The implementation of physics into astrophysics as a communion.



Thank you
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Research outlook (II)

■ Spectrum analysis 

– Can we use the spectrum to create a spectrum of binaries?

– Use radiative transfer to  generate a synthetic spectrum.



SN2007bi 

Hydrogen poor

Inserra, et al
2016



Can there be Hydrogen?

Gal-Yam
2016



Research summary

■ The QN model offers a viable solution to the super luminous 
supernova incognita.
– Apply the model to other SLSN

– 𝜒𝜒2 analysis

– Parameter survey

– Spectrum analysis 

■ Provide the community with enough evidence for them to decide. 



Ongoing collaborations

■ Help the rest of the research group with:

– Neutrino implementation into BURN-UD: Hydrodynamical

combustion code.

– Exploration of the conditions for the neutron star explosion.

– Expansion of current software.
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